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Instructions
1. Start each answer on a new page and answer all parts of a question at one place.
2. Write the steps clearly for complete credit. Clearly state all your assumptions.
3. Make an index on the back side of the front page of the main answer sheet.

1. Redraw the network diagram given in figure 1 using standard network symbols. (5M)

Figure 1: Typical small office network

Ans:

Figure 2: Typical small office network with proper symbols.



2. Write pseudocode for producing and consuming NDN video. Use NDN producer-consumer API for writing the
pseudocode. (5M)

Ans: Figures. 3 and 4 contains relevant pseudocode fragments.

Figure 3: Pseudocode for producing NDN video

Figure 4: Pseudocode for consuming NDN video

Ref: Ilya Moiseenko and Lixia Zhang, Consumer-Producer API for Named Data Networking, NDN, Technical
Report NDN-0017, 2014.



3. A summary of HTTP 1.1 protocol is provided below.

Methods
HTTP 1.1 protocol supports GET, HEAD, POST, PUT, DELETE, CONNECT, OPTIONS, and TRACE methods.
These methods can be safe, idempotent and/or cacheable. Safe methods (GET, HEAD, OPTIONS, and TRACE)
are read-only type; idempotent methods (PUT, DELETE and all Safe methods) have same effect upon application
whether the method is applied a single time or multiple times; Cacheable methods (GET, HEAD, and POST) allow
caching of responses.

Request Header Fields
Controls Cache-Control, Expect, Host, Max-Forwards, Pragma, Range, TE
Conditionals If-Match, If-None-Match, If-Modified-Since, If-Unmodified-Since, If-Range
Content Negotiation Accept, Accept-Charset, Accept-Encoding, Accept-Language
Authorization Authorization, Proxy-Authorization
Request Context From, Referer, User-Agent

Response Header Fields
Controls Age, Cache-Control, Expires, Date, Location, Retry-After, Vary, Warning
Validator ETag, Last-Modified
Conditionals If-Match, If-None-Match, If-Modified-Since, If-Unmodified-Since, If-Range
Content Negotiation Accept, Accept-Charset, Accept-Encoding, Accept-Language
Authentication Authenticate, Proxy-Authenticate
Response Context Accept-Ranges, Allow, Server

Analyze the HTTP 1.1 protocol for the following protocol elements.
(a) Design dimensions (b) Interfaces (c) ToS provided, NoS used (d) PDU
(e) Mechanisms (f) Policies (6 x 2.5M = 15M)

Ans:

Design dimensions HTTP helps transfer resource representations using REpresentational State Transfer (REST)
architectural principles. The components in this architecture are: origin server, gateway, proxy, and user
agent. The connectors in this architecture are: client, server, cache, resolver, and tunnel. User agents and
origin servers can negotiate for representation of a resource; proxies are middleboxes that typically cache
resource representations and provide access control services to user agents.
Even though each of the HTTP header fields can be considered as a design dimension, it is useful to think of
groups of relevant headers as one design dimension. We can use the groups mentioned in the question, i.e.,
Controls, Conditionals, Content Negotiation etc. as design dimensions.

Interfaces HTTP is an application protocol. Each protocol typically has four interfaces – one interface to layer
below, one interface to layer above, one interface to OS and one peer interface. In the case of HTTP, the
protocol typically gets used as a library and there is no strict interface separation between the library and
the application. Typically, libraries provide API calls; as such, these API calls can be treated as the HTTP’s
interface to application. The interface to lower layers is typically through TCP/IP sockets. HTTP protocol
doesn’t require much support from OS apart from time and resource attributes. HTTP peer interface is
implemented as HTTP PDUs.

Type of Service(ToS) reliable, out-of-order, idempotent (variable length) message delivery.
ToS is the service delivered by HTTP to applications.

Nature of Service(NoS): reliable, in-order, byte delivery.
NoS is the type of service available to HTTP through TCP sockets.

Mechanisms All the required/optional HTTP header fields are mechanisms. As mentioned in part-(a)[design
dimensions], mechanisms are heavily customized to components of resource oriented architecture (RoA).

Policies Policies are component-specific processing rules/algorithms. The policies are often symmetric – there
are sender-side and receiver-side policies. User agent and proxy settings can force certain types of policies
(ex: Cache-control, Range etc.).



4. How are the naming concepts implemented in NDN, TCP/IP and DONA architectures. Provide answer in the
tabular format as shown in table 1.

NDN TCP/IP DONA

Name

Address

Locator

Route

Mobility

Table 1: Naming concepts in various network architectures.

The architectural diagram of DONA is provided in figure 5 for your reference. (15M)

Figure 5: architectural diagram of DONA.

Ans: The answer is provided in Table. 2

Ref: George Xylomenos et. al., A Survey of Information-Centric Networking Research, Communications Surveys
and Tutorials, Vol. 16, No. 2, 2014, pp. 1024-1049.



NDN TCP/IP DONA

Name Hierarchical, may con-
tain publisher-specific
prefix.

Hierarchical DNS Flat, consisting of princi-
pal and label part.

Address Only point of attachment (PoA) address – IP address; node address non-existent

Locator None; but host identity protocol (HIP) can be used

Route routes based on aggre-
gated publisher-specific
prefix

routes based on super-
nets

routes based on source-
routing or network-
directed routing

Mobility Subscriber mobility via
new requests.
Interest flooding protocol
for publisher mobility.

Mobile IP / Dynamic
DNS

Subscriber mobility via
new requests. Publisher
mobility requires addi-
tional registrations.

Table 2: Naming concepts in various network architectures.

[NOTE: Next question offers a choice. You need to answer only one among the two choices in both
parts - (a) and (b). Be sure to justify your answers]

5. (a) Write down the architectural patterns seen in - DONA or Virtual Internet (VI) architecture. (5M)
(b) Write down the design patterns seen in - DONA or RoA. (Bonus Marks – 5M)

Ans:

(a) Architectural Patterns
DONA: Tiered architecture for resolution handlers (RH) and data forwarding.
VI: Layered architecture with virtualization for virtual network mapping. Pipes-and-filters are used within each
virtual host to implement IP-in-IP encapsulation.

(b) Design Patterns
DONA: Messages 1, 2 and 3 (announcement of REGISTER) are sent using Publisher-Subscriber pattern.
Messages 4,5,6 and 7 (resolution in the hierarchy of RHs) are sent using proxy or chain of responsibility
pattern. Messages 8,9,10 and 11 (Data delivery + Mobility) can again be sent using publish-subscribe pattern.
RoA: URL redirects and HTTP 3xx redirects use proxy pattern; these redirections specifically use access
control type of proxy pattern in all its’ variations. Each URL represents a resource which can have very
many representations. Here a facade pattern in used to fetch required representation of a resource for each
resource request. Caching proxy pattern is where ever cache connector is used in the architecture.


